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Gamma rays allow us to: 

• study the sources of 
acceleration of cosmic rays


• understand the physics of 
jets


• understand the physics of 
accretion


• provide direct view: cosmic 
rays bend in B-fields and 
do not trace back to their 
origin spatially or 
temporally)

High Energy Astrophysics
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Gamma-rays come from  
Non-Thermal Emission
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Particle Acceleration
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Synchrotron

Spectral Energy Distribution for various processes:
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Synchrotron

Spectral Energy Distribution for various processes:
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Synchrotron
Inverse-Compton

Spectral Energy Distribution for various processes:
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Synchrotron
Inverse-Compton

 
 

Pion Decay
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Some real examples

Non-Thermal Emission
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Table 1. A comparison of the characteristics of Fermi, the IACTs and of the Extensive Air Showers (EAS) particle detector
arrays. Sensitivity computed over one year for Fermi and the EAS, and over 50 h for the IACTs.

Quantity Fermi IACTs EAS

Energy range 20MeV–200 GeV 100GeV–50 TeV 400 GeV–100 TeV

Energy res. 5–10% 15–20% ∼ 50%

Duty cycle 80% 15% > 90%

FoV 4π/5 5 deg × 5 deg 4π/6

PSF (deg) 0.1 0.07 0.5

Sensitivity 1% Crab (1 GeV) 1% Crab (0.5 TeV) 0.5 Crab (5 TeV)

Fig. 3. Point source continuum differential sensitivity of different X- and gamma-ray instruments. The curves for INTE-
GRAL/JEM-X, IBIS (ISGRI and PICsIT), and SPI are for an effective observation time Tobs = 1 Ms. The COMPTEL and
EGRET sensitivities are given for the typical observation time accumulated during the ∼ 9 years of the CGRO mission. The
sensitivity is for a high Galactic latitude source in 10 years of observation in survey mode. For MAGIC, VERITAS, H.E.S.S.,
and CTA, the sensitivities are given for Tobs = 50 hours. For HAWC Tobs = 5 yr, for LHAASO Tobs = 1 yr, and for HiSCORE
Tobs = 1000 h. This figure shows also the sensitivity of e-ASTROGAM (see sect. 9), calculated at 3σ for an effective exposure
of 1 year and for a source at high Galactic latitude.

Two kinds of gamma-ray instruments exist: space-based and ground-based detectors. These two typologies are
complementary. The experimental spectrum of gamma rays spans indeed 7 decades in energy and about 14 in flux,
rapidly decreasing towards high energies. It is therefore clear that the larger is the energy, the larger should be
the effective area, defined as the product of the geometrical area and the detector efficiency. Because of the cost of
space technology, the geometrical area cannot however exceed ∼ 1m2. This aspect makes space-based detectors more
appropriate for measuring gamma rays in the MeV–mid-GeV energy range. Going to higher energies, large detection
areas are needed and can be deployed only at ground, exploiting the fact that, for energies above ∼ 30GeV, the
so-called electromagnetic air showers start to become detectable (whereas if the energy is too low, the shower cannot
develop properly). When a gamma ray enters the atmosphere, it generates a cascade of secondary particles: the photon
converts into pairs of e+e− at high altitude and each high-energy e± radiates secondary gamma rays mostly through
bremsstrahlung, which further convert into e+e− pairs of lower energies.

In the following, both space- and ground-based techniques are discussed, focusing on some historical remarks [22]
and briefly describing the past and current generations of gamma-ray detectors with their key characteristics, such as
the field of view (FoV), the duty cycle, the background (mainly CRs) rejection, the angular and energy resolution, the
sensitivity. The main figures of merit of the current detectors are reported in table 1. Figure 3 shows the sensitivity
for past and current gamma-ray detectors, along with future ground-based experiments like CTA, LHAASO and
HiSCORE and a possible future space mission, e-ASTROGAM. The future directions are discussed in sect. 9.

5.1 Space-based detectors

Space-based telescopes can measure gamma rays between ∼ 300 keV and ∼ 300GeV, limited by flux. As compared to
soft X-ray astronomy, space-based gamma-ray astronomy faces additional challenges. One of them is that gamma rays
above some MeV cannot be focused and have to be detected through their interaction products. As a consequence,

Gamma-ray Instrument Sensitivities

12

De Angelis and Mallamaci ;  Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2018)  
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Limiting effect: the spectrum!

12 orders of 
magnitude 
lower detection 
rate!

typical power-law 
source at high energies 
(≈E-2.0 to E-3.0)

4 orders of 
magnitude in E

6. Ground-based Gamma-ray Telescopes

Figure 6.2.: Detection rate of the Crab Nebula for an idealized 1m
2 detector.

put this in perspective, Figure 6.2 shows the photon detection rate for an ideal detector
similar to the Fermi LAT (assuming perfect sensitivity and no background) for a source
with spectrum similar to the Crab Nebula, the brightest steady sources of gamma rays
in the sky. One can see that space-based detectors are untenable at VHE, requiring
integration times of months to years to detect a single photon or the building of a
space-based instrument that orders of magnitude larger than Fermi-LAT.

Fortunately, a solution to this problem exists that can provide effective collection
areas that are more than 1 ⇥ 10

5
m

2: placing detectors on the ground and using Earth’s
atmosphere as the tracker and calorimeter. This leverages the fact that particles moving
faster than light in a medium emit Cherenkov radiation, which can be detected using a
focusing mirror and high-sensitivity light detector like a photo-multiplier tube (PMT).
Unlike the single pair that is tracked by Fermi-LAT, the incident gamma rays have
enough energy and atmosphere depth to not only pair produce, but the resulting pair
will emit another gamma ray via Bremsstrahlung, which then pair-produces two new
electrons, which each emit a gamma ray, and the process continues until the energy
in the particles drops below the threshold for pair production. This process is called
an extensive air shower (discussed in more detail in the next section). Since an anti-
coincidence shield is unpractical, cosmic rays can only be partially rejected by leveraging
differences in their shower development (see Section 7.11), and the residual gamma-like
cosmic raw showers dealt with on a statistical basis during high-level science analysis
(see Section 8). The effective collection area of such a detector is then proportional
to the area on the ground over which a detector can see the Cherenkov light from the
shower—for a single detector is roughly the size of the Cherenkov light that hits the
ground, which given the Cherenkov angle of air is around 50 000m

2.
The idea to detect air showers optically is not new, and the first attempts were made in

1953 by [Galbraith and Jelley, 1953], who first detected Cherenkov light from cosmic rays
using parabolic mirror that focused light onto a single photo-multiplier tube, biased to
trigger at around three times the night sky background light level. The idea to apply this
to detect gamma rays came only a few years later in 1963 [Jelley and Porter, 1963]. This
lead, in 1968, to the construction of the first atmospheric Cerenkov telescope (ACT): the

69

• Effective collection area of 
Fermi-Lat is ≈1 m2

• beyond a few hundred GeV: want 
at least 100,000x bigger than 
Fermi-LAT!
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Pair production → Shower
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• With enough distance 
into a medium (1 
interaction length), the 
secondaries will emit 
Bremsstrahlung 
radiation when they 
encounter a nucleus


• If high enough energy, 
the Bremsstrahlung 
photon can pair-
produce


• and so on…


This becomes an 
electromagnetic shower 

• number of particles 
doubles, energy 
divided by 2 at each 
step 

• eventually shower 
stops when energy too 
low 

Pair production → Shower
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Assumptions: 

• Atmosphere is purely exponential 



• Energy loss only via pair-production  and 
bremsstrahlung

➤ each interaction is a single splitting 
➤ Energy shared equally 

• The radiation length and interaction 
length are equal: 


• The critical energy  equal for  pair 
production and bremsstrahlung


• Below this energy, shower stops abruptly

ρ(h) = ρ0e−h/h0

λr

Ecrit

Simplistic Model: 
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Heitler, W. (1936). The quantum theory of radiation, volume 5 of Inter- national Series of Monographs on Physics. Oxford University Press, Oxford 
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Quantities: 

• Column density: 




• Splitting depth: 


• Total particles 


• Particle energy 


• Depth of shower at step n:  



• At shower max, , so 

x(h) ≡ ∫
h

∞
ρ(h′ )dh′ = ρ0h0e−h/h0

D = λrln(2)

N = 2n

E = E0/(2n)

x = n D = n λ 2

En = Ecrit
xmax = λr ln(E0/Ecrit)

Quantities you can estimate from this model
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For Earth's Atmosphere: 

 
 

 
 

Can derive therefore  

 
 

 

λr = 40 g cm−2

Ecrit = 85 MeV
h0 = 8 km
xtot = 1000 g cm−2

ρ0 = 1.25 × 10−3 g cm3

h1 ≃ 29 km
hmax(1TeV) ≃ 8 km
Nmax(1TeV) ≃ 1 × 104
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• Earth’s atmosphere is ideal for making a "big" detector!


• Radiation and interaction length ≈ 37 g/cm2  


• showers form and complete before hitting ground

Extensive Air Showers in our Atmosphere

20

Not to scale
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Cosmic Ray Background
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5. The Search for Galactic Accelerators
My scientific interest is focused on the general question of the origin of cosmic rays in
our Galaxy and the nature of the accelerators within it—in particular how to use VHE
gamma rays to look at the sites of cosmic ray acceleration within the Milky Way, to
try to understand the emission we see from a multi-wavelength standpoint, and most
recently to the search for the elusive accelerators of PeV cosmic rays, PeVatrons. My
work on these topics has in recent years been first in the context of the HESS telescope
array , and has more recently been extended to to the future Cherenkov Telescope Array
(CTA), where my contribution to CTA “Key Science” has focused partly on the Galactic
Center and Galactic Plane Survey, and PeVatrons projects.

5.1. Context
5.1.1. Cosmic Rays

13 30. Cosmic Rays
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Figure 30.8: The all-particle spectrum as a function of E (energy-per-nucleus) from air shower
measurements [95–105]

above 1 GeV is
Nµ(> 1GeV) � 0.95� 105

�
Ne/106

�3/4
, (30.8)

where Ne is the total number of charged particles in the shower (not just e±). The number of
muons per square meter, �µ, as a function of the lateral distance r (in meters) from the center of
the shower is

�µ = 1.25Nµ

2�� (1.25)
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where � is the gamma function. The number density of charged particles is

�e = C1(s, d, C2)x(s�2)(1 + x)(s�4.5)(1 + C2x
d) . (30.10)

Here s, d, and C2 are parameters in terms of which the overall normalization constant C1(s, d, C2)
is given by

C1(s, d, C2) = Ne

2�r2
1

[B(s, 4.5� 2s)C2B(s+ d, 4.5� d� 2s)]�1 , (30.11)

where B(m,n) is the beta function. The values of the parameters depend on shower size (Ne),
depth in the atmosphere, identity of the primary nucleus, etc. For showers with Ne � 106 at sea
level, Greisen uses s = 1.25, d = 1, and C2 = 0.088. Finally, x is r/r1, where r1 is the Molière
radius, which depends on the density of the atmosphere and hence on the altitude at which showers
are detected. At sea level r1 � 78 m. It increases with altitude as the air density decreases. (See

1st June, 2020 8:29am

86 S. P. SWORDY

Figure 1. The all particle spectrum of cosmic rays – prepared by the author for Cronin et al. (1997).

Accurate elemental spectral measurements by direct techniques outside the at-
mosphere only exist up to energies of ∼ 1013 eV. An irony of cosmic-ray research is
that although we know from indirect measurements that particles in nature are ac-
celerated into a power-law spectrum in energy which extends over a huge range of
at least 11 decades, we can only directly measure the composition over a relatively
small range in energy.

To make progress in exploring the supernovae origin paradigm, we have to
extrapolate what we know about this history at lower energies and introduce some
underlying simplifying assumptions.

Figure 5.1.: Left : The all-particle cosmic ray spectrum compared with a pure powerlaw
of E

�2.7 (dotted line) [Cronin et al., 1997, Swordy, 2001] . Right : the same
spectrum multiplied by E

2.6 to exaggerate features spectral features, with
all latest measurements overlaid [Zyla et al., 2020]. Below about 1⇥10

18
eV,

cosmic rays are constrained within the Milky Way by magnetic fields, and
so are expected to be Galactic in origin.

The origin of cosmic rays is still one of the fundamental questions in astrophysics, even
over a hundred years since their discovery. In 1911, Victor Hess brought an electroscope
on a balloon flight and discovered that ionizing radiation not only increased at high

42

The number of 
cosmic ray showers

in a given region of 
the sky is typically 

orders of 
magnitude more 

than for gamma rays


Rejecting them is 
critical.
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Credit: Les Défis du CEA, N°197 , March 2015- ©CEA/ Fabrice Mathé 
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2.1 Atmospheric Čerenkov Telescopes
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Figure 2.6: This diagram shows the Čerenkov light intensity from particles near the
shower-max (⇠ 6�10km) on the ground as a function of radius. The top figure shows
the conical Čerenkov light emission at various points in the atmosphere, resulting in
an intensity profile that peaks near the edge of the light pool. This is due to variations
in the atmospheric index-of-refraction, which alter the Čerenkov angle.
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"Footprint" On the ground from 
a single shower
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OVERVIEW VHE Gamma Rays 

Gamma-ray Interactions in the 
Atmosphere 

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov 
Telescopes 

Water Cherenkov Telescopes 

Science with VHE Gamma rays
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How would one detect 
the Cherenkov light from  

extensive air shower?
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Galbraith & Jelley, 1953

yes, this is a 
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Early Gamma Ray Telescopes: 
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Whipple 10m teleescope 

• 1968: Built, Single-pixel camera


• 1972: 3σ evidence for Crab detection in 150 
hours (3+ years of data)


• Breakthrough! Hillas et al 1985


• 1989: First detection of Crab Nebula (5 σ)  Weeks 
et al, 1989 


Many came in between: 

• CAT (Pyrenees),


• Durham (Australia)


• HEGRA (Canaries)


• Grace (India)


• CANGAROO (Australia)

Some VHE Gamma-Ray History

34

The Whipple 10 m Telescope, 1968

Friday, July 6, 2012
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6. Ground-based Gamma-ray Telescopes

Table 2
Main characteristics of present major IACT systems.

System Location Number of Mirror area Number of Date of

telescopes pixels first light

4 4 � 108 m2 4 � 960 Dec. 2003

H.E.S.S. Namibia

1 + 614 m2 + 2048 July 2012

La Palma 2004 (1 tel.)

MAGIC Canary 2 2 � 236 m2 2 � 576

Islands 2009 (2 tel.)

near Tucson

VERITAS 4 4 � 110 m2 4 � 499 Jan. 2007

Arizona

energy threshold (100 GeV for the four telescope system) has recently been improved (below 50 GeV) by the
addition of a fifth larger telescope.

Figure 5. Illustration of the combination in H.E.S.S. (upper panel) of large dishes as in Whipple (lower left), fast and fine
grained cameras as in CAT (lower centre) and stereoscopic observation as in HEGRA (lower right)]. Image credits: Christian
Föhr, MPIK - Whipple TBD - CNRS Photothèque/IN2P3 François Toussenel - HEGRA TBD

The MAGIC collaboration started with a single large telescope optimized for the low energy observation of
transient phenomena and the study of distant AGNs. It was later complemented by a second identical telescope

9

Figure 6.4.: Some first-generation IACTs: the Whipple 10m in Arizona, USA (left) on
which I did part of my thesis work, the CAT telescope in Targasonne, France
(center), and one of the five telescopes in the HEGRA array in the Canary
Island of La Palma, Spain (right). Image from [Degrange and Fontaine,
2015]. All of these telescopes have been since decommissioned.

VERITAS: Arizona, USA 
4x 12m. (Northern Hemisphere)

HESS: Namibia  
4x 12m, 1x 28m (Southern Hemisphere)

MAGIC: Canary Islands 
2x 17 m (Northern Hemisphere)

Figure 6.5.: Some second-generation (currently-operating) IACTs: VERITAS (Arizona,
USA), MAGIC (Canary Islands, Spain), and HESS (Khomas District,
Namibia).

71
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Background to shower detection:  
Night-Sky-Backgound  (NSB) Light  

• Time helps here, but is not fully efficient → many NSB 
fluctuations still remain


Background to gamma-ray detection:  
Cosmic Ray showers 

• Even if you reject all NSB, you still have vastly more cosmic 
ray-induced showers than gamma-ray showers!


• Need to discriminate!

The problem

35
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Breakthrough #1: Shower imaging

36
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Build cameras out of multiple photomultiplier pixels!
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Build cameras out of multiple photomultiplier pixels!

NSB Light Rejection : 

• Require multiple neighbor pixels to have a signal in them → removes most 
fluctuations from NSB
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Build cameras out of multiple photomultiplier pixels!

NSB Light Rejection : 

• Require multiple neighbor pixels to have a signal in them → removes most 
fluctuations from NSB

Cosmic Ray Background Rejection: 

• Shape of shower, in particular its width tells you about the lateral shower size: 


• wider = more likely a cosmic ray (transverse momentum from pion production + 
multiple sub-showers)

Breakthrough #1: Shower imaging
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Build cameras out of multiple photomultiplier pixels!

NSB Light Rejection : 

• Require multiple neighbor pixels to have a signal in them → removes most 
fluctuations from NSB

Cosmic Ray Background Rejection: 

• Shape of shower, in particular its width tells you about the lateral shower size: 


• wider = more likely a cosmic ray (transverse momentum from pion production + 
multiple sub-showers)

Energy measurement: 

• E ∝ ∑
pixels

Ipix

Breakthrough #1: Shower imaging

36
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Determine shower energy and origin on sky

38

• Shower origin must be along the image axis.    


• Related to ratio of width/length and energy/intensit
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For a single telescope: 

• Collection area ≈ Light pool size (100m 
radius)


• Only rough direction reconstruction → large 
PSF


• No easy reconstruction of impact distance 
from telescope


• Energy resolution poor

Adding multiple telescopes: 

• Effective area increases by size of array


• More accurate direction reconstruction 


• More accurate energy reconstruction


• Better Cosmic-Ray discrimination

Breakthrough #2: Stereo Imaging

39

HEGRA, La Palma, Canary Islands
Pioneer of the Stereo technique

Friday, July 6, 2012
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Stereo Imaging
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Stereo Imaging
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Stereo Imaging
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Stereo Imaging
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Stereo 
Reconstruction

Telescopes  "at infinity"  
distance between 
telescopes → 0


Intersection = point-of-
origin on sky

Telescopes  "on ground"  

Intersection = shower 
impact position on ground
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Hadronic Showers
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Large-Telescope Subarray Medium Telescope Subarray
Stereo View
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HESS, VERITAS, MAGIC, HAWC* (water cherenkov)

Currently Operating  IACTs

47

VERITAS: Arizona, USA 
4x 12m. (Northern Hemisphere)

HESS: Namibia  
4x 12m, 1x 28m (Southern Hemisphere)

MAGIC: Canary Islands 
2x 17 m (Northern Hemisphere)
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the observatory for  
ground-based 
gamma-ray astronomy

cherenkov 
telescope 
array

https://www.cta-observatory.org/

≈10 PB of gamma-ray data/year 
processed down to small, 
standard products 

largest gamma ray telescope array 
ever 

open observatory: you can be a PI!

See talk by W. Hofmann last Friday

https://www.cta-observatory.org/
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Discrimination

50

Example: CTA-North Full array 
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Discrimination
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Discrimination
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Particle Discrimination: Machine Learning

53

Simulated  
Image Features  

 + True Particle 
Type

Machine Learning  
Model  

(e.g. Random Forest)

Observed  
Image Features 

Train

Predict

Test

Gamma or 
Hadron 

Note: To first order, the width of an image is a good discriminant!

Feature 
Importance

7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

or image parameters. The simplest method used in single-telescope instruments was
an optimized (from simulations) cut on the width image parameter, which is a proxy
for the shower’s lateral width, which is generally larger for hadrons than gamma rays
at the same reconstructed energy. Cutting in more dimensions of the parameter space
can improve the rejection. Due to the complexity of multi-variate cuts, techniques such
as cluster analysis, singular-value decomposition, and machine learning (e.g. neural
networks, boosted decision trees, random forests) have been used since the early days of
IACT analysis [Fegan et al., 1994, Chilingarian and Cawley, 1995].

Figure 7.29.: Distribution of a predicted “gammaness” parameter (higher values mean
more gamma-like) from protopipe.

The default technique used in protopipe is a random forest classifier with image pa-
rameters as input, trained on a large number of gamma-ray and cosmic-ray proton
simulations, where the final prediction is a weighted sum (by the total image intensity)
of individual telescope predictions. Figure 7.29 shows a distribution of the output gam-
maness parameter on test data comprised of simulated protons and gamma rays. The
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (the distribution of false positives
with respect to true positives) gives a measure of how well such an algorithm performs.
In figure 7.30 one can see this measure in bands of energy: generally high energy showers
are more easily separated due to their distinguishing features being better resolved.

For multi-telescope arrays, more information is available, and thus a wider parameter
space. A standard technique used by HEGRA, HESS, and VERITAS was to compute
a new parameter, the mean scaled width using a technique similar to the energy recon-
struction described in Section 7.10. For each telescope, the scaled width, the intrinsic
width of the shower when removing the effects of viewing it from different directions,
was computed rom a look-up-table generated from simulations as a function of impact
distance and intensity. Then, the results for each telescope were combined in a weighed
average by intensity to produce a final value that is independent of which telescopes
were involved in the reconstruction. Cuts on this mean scaled width parameter, or mul-
tivariate cuts on it plus other shower parameters like the energy and the mean scaled
length, were used to reject hadronic showers.

The general concept of computing some parameter per telescope and combining them

118
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Summary of Data Procesing
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7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.20.: A schematic view of stereo reconstruction for a 1 TeV shower originating
at the center of the field of view of the array (i.e. from the pointing
position). The bottom shows projections of the shower onto the camera of
each telescope on the ground with the impact point marked with a red dot.
At the center is the air shower being imaged. At the top, the same view
seen if the telescope array were placed at infinity on the sky and centered
on the pointing direction, i.e. where all images are stacked, with the point
of origin marked with a red dot. In both cases, the camera images are
scaled arbitrarily to be easily visible. Image generated using SimTelArray
and ctapipe software.

107

7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.

122

Science-Ready data Products 
further processed with 

Science Tools (GammaPy)

}
8. Science Analysis

Count map Exposure map Background Ring

Background Map Alpha Map Excess Map

Again, the Crab Nebula (north/south wobble)

Friday, July 6, 2012Figure 8.5.: The steps to produce a map of gamma ray excess using the ring background
method. The sum of the maps shown in Figure 8.4 are in the upper left
two panels, followed by the ring aperture used to compute the background
at each point in the image (upper right). The lower three panels show the
resulting background model as estimated by convolving the ring with the
background exposure model for each observation and summing, the map of
summed alpha (on-off exposure ratio) for each position, and the resulting
excess map computed from them (lower right) revealing the source on a
residual background that fluctuates around 0 counts.

132
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7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.20.: A schematic view of stereo reconstruction for a 1 TeV shower originating
at the center of the field of view of the array (i.e. from the pointing
position). The bottom shows projections of the shower onto the camera of
each telescope on the ground with the impact point marked with a red dot.
At the center is the air shower being imaged. At the top, the same view
seen if the telescope array were placed at infinity on the sky and centered
on the pointing direction, i.e. where all images are stacked, with the point
of origin marked with a red dot. In both cases, the camera images are
scaled arbitrarily to be easily visible. Image generated using SimTelArray
and ctapipe software.
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7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.
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further processed with 
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8. Science Analysis
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Again, the Crab Nebula (north/south wobble)

Friday, July 6, 2012Figure 8.5.: The steps to produce a map of gamma ray excess using the ring background
method. The sum of the maps shown in Figure 8.4 are in the upper left
two panels, followed by the ring aperture used to compute the background
at each point in the image (upper right). The lower three panels show the
resulting background model as estimated by convolving the ring with the
background exposure model for each observation and summing, the map of
summed alpha (on-off exposure ratio) for each position, and the resulting
excess map computed from them (lower right) revealing the source on a
residual background that fluctuates around 0 counts.
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Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
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The Very-high-energy sky (HESS) F. Aharonian et al.: Energy dependent γ-ray morphology in HESS J1825–137 7

Fig. 4. Energy spectra in radial bins. Inset: H.E.S.S. excess map as shown in Fig. 1. The wedges show the radial regions with

radii in steps of 0.1◦ in which the energy spectra were determined. The innermost region is centred on the pulsar PSR J1826–

1334.Main Figure: Differential energy spectra for the regions illustrated in the inset, scaled by powers of 10 for the purpose of

viewing. The spectrum for the analysis at the pulsar position is shown as a reference along with the other spectra as dashed line.

For all regions the energy spectrum has been determined as described in the text and has been fitted by a power-law in a restricted

energy range between 0.25 and 10 TeV.

that this approach does not change the result of the fit. Due

to the different distribution of offsets from the pointing direc-

tion of the system in the different regions, the photon analysis

threshold changes slightly, thus some of the different spectra do

not start at exactly the same energy.

Fig. 5 summarises the findings of Fig. 4 by plotting the fit

parameters of the power law fit versus the distance of the region

to the pulsar position. Shown are the results using two differ-

ent background estimation techniques in the spectral analysis.

The left panel shows the photon index as a function of the dis-

tance from the pulsar. A clear increase of the photon index for

larger distances from the pulsar position is apparent; the pho-

ton index seems to level off within errors to a value of ∼2.4

±0.1 at a distance of ∼0.6◦. The right panel shows the surface

brightness (i.e. the integrated energy flux EdN/dE per unit area

between 0.25 TeV and 10 TeV) as a function of the distance to

the pulsar position. Again here it can be seen, that the maxi-

mum of the emission is slightly shifted away from the pulsar

position as was already apparent in Fig. 2. In both panels, the

error bars denote ±1σ statistical errors. Systematic errors of

20% on the flux and 0.15 on the photon index are to be as-

signed to each data point in addition. However, since all spectra

come from the same set of observations, these systematic errors

should be strongly correlated, and will cancel to a large extent

when different wedges are compared. Table 2 summarises the

different spectral parameters determined in the wedges using

the reflected background from the same field of view.

Friday, July 6, 2012

in the plane ,mostly extended 
sources (pulsar wind nebulae, 
supernova remnants)
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HESS Galactic Plane Survey
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H.E.S.S. Collaboration: The H.E.S.S. Galactic plane survey

Fig. 1. Illustration of HGPS region superimposed an all-sky image of Planck CO(1-0) data (Planck Collaboration X 2016) in Galactic coordinates
and Hammer-Aitoff projection. For comparison, we overlay the HEGRA Galactic plane survey (Aharonian et al. 2002) and VERITAS Cygnus
survey (Weinstein 2009) footprints. Triangles denote the Fermi-LAT 2FHL �-ray sources (Ackermann et al. 2016) identified as Galactic, and stars
indicate the 15 Galactic VHE �-ray sources outside the HGPS region. H.E.S.S. has detected three of these, which are labeled SN 1006 (Acero et al.
2010a), the Crab Nebula (Aharonian et al. 2006b; H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2014a), and HESS J0632+057 (Aharonian et al. 2007; Aliu et al. 2014a).
The gray shaded regions denote the part of the sky that cannot be observed from the H.E.S.S. site at reasonable zenith angles (less than 60�). The
lower panels show the HGPS �-ray flux above 1 TeV for regions where the sensitivity is better than 10% Crab (correlation radius Rc = 0.4�; see
Sect. 3) and observation time, both also in Galactic coordinates. The white contours in the lower panels delineate the boundaries of the survey
region; the HGPS has little or no exposure beyond Galactic latitudes of |b|  3� at most locations along the Galactic plane.

cameras suffer from occasional hardware problems affecting
individual or groups of camera pixels, so we did not use obser-
vation runs with significant pixel problems. In addition, we only
used those runs with at least three operational telescopes.

Furthermore, despite the very good weather conditions at
the H.E.S.S. site, both nightly and seasonal variations of the
atmospheric transparency occur and require monitoring. Lay-
ers of dust or haze in the atmosphere effectively act as a filter
of the Cherenkov light created in an EAS, thereby raising the
energy threshold for triggering the IACTs. Since we calcu-
lated the instrument response tables describing the performance
of the instrument (e.g., the effective areas) with MC simula-
tions, deviations from the atmospheric conditions assumed in
the simulations lead to systematic uncertainties in the determi-
nation of energy thresholds, reconstructed energies, and �-ray
fluxes. To account for this, we applied a further quality cut

using only observations where the Cherenkov transparency coef-
ficient T (Hahn et al. 2014), which characterizes the atmospheric
conditions, falls within the range 0.8 < T < 1.2 (for clear skies,
T = 1).

After applying the aforementioned data quality selection
cuts, 6239 observation runs remain, ⇠77% of which are runs
with four telescopes operational. The total observation time
is 2864 h, corresponding to a total livetime of 2673 h (6.7%
average dead time). The third panel of Fig. 1 is a map of the
observation time over the survey region, clearly showing a
non-uniform exposure. This is a result of the HGPS observation
strategy, summarized as follows:

– Dedicated survey observations, taken with a typical spac-
ing between pointings of 0.7� in longitude and in different
latitude bands located between b = �1.8� and b = 1�.

A1, page 3 of 61

Flux

Exposure (very non-uniform!)
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Advantages: 

• high angular (<0.1°) and energy (<15%) 
resolution


• very good sensitivity 

➤ many orders of magnitude better than 

Fermi-Lat in overlapping energy range!  
➤ great for short-term variability 

• Cheap! (ground-based)


• Upgradable! 

➤ e.g. add more telescopes to get larger 

effective area 

Disadvantages 

• Small(ish) Field-Of-View (3°-10°) 

➤ non uniform exposure, must know where 

to look 

• Small duty cycle

➤ can't observe in day or with bright moon! 
➤ ≈1000-1400 hours/year 

• No full-sky coverage for single instrument

➤ limitation of being on Earth 

• Limited by atmosphere quality and 
ambient light conditions

Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

57
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OVERVIEW VHE Gamma Rays 

Gamma-ray Interactions in the 
Atmosphere 

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov 
Telescopes 

Water Cherenkov Telescopes 

Science with VHE Gamma rays
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Water Cherenkov Technique

59

≈6 km

≈2 km 
height
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Water Cherenkov Technique
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Water Cherenkov Technique
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Water Cherenkov Technique
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The HAWC Observatory (J. Goodman, Nov. 2016). 
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HAWC
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HAWC Observatory

NOW 2018 g.j.kunde@lanl.gov 3

•300 water Cherenkov detectors
•Altitude: 4000 m
•Location: Mexico
•22,000 m2 detector area
•Time over threshold via HPTDC
•Sub-TeV to 100 TeV sensitivity
•Wide field of view: ~2 sr
•High duty cycle: >95%
•Inauguration: March 20th of 2015
•The angular resolution from 1.0° to 

0.2° (shower size dependent) 
•Upgrade: Large sparse array with 
•3-4 sensitivity gain above 10 TeV

HAWC Sensitivity

NOW 2018 g.j.kunde@lanl.gov 6

HAWC Sensitivity

NOW 2018 g.j.kunde@lanl.gov 6

High Energy Water-Cherenkov Observatory

In operation 
since 2015

Near Puebla, 
Mexico
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• Time gradient and center of gravity used for direction


• Uniformity for gamma/hadron separation


• Energy ≈ total signal  (careful of partially contained showers however)

WCT Reconstruction

63

Gamma Ray Proton

Large ground 
coverage critical!
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Advantages: 

• High Duty Cycle : Operate during the day! Always looking! 


• Wide Field-of-View:  XXX deg (but no control over pointing)


• Relatively Cheap! No moving parts.


Disadvantages: 

• Poorer PSF and Energy Resolution


• High energy threshold (no overlap with e.g. Fermi-LAT)


• Lower short-term sensitivity (need long integration times)


WCTs + IACTS are Quite Complimentary!

Comparison With IACTs:

64
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Let's first take a step back to the original...

Milagro

65
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Let's first take a step back to the original...

Milagro

65

– 10 –

Fig. 1.— Significance map of the Galactic plane. The color code shows the pre-trials
significance in this PSF-smoothed map. The maximum positive value of the color code

saturates at 7σ although three of the gamma-ray sources are detected with much higher
statistical significance. The Crab image is inset with the same x and y scale in the bottom

left as an indication of the PSF. Boxes (crosses) indicate the locations of the EGRET 3EG
(GEV) sources.

6.4 years of data
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• Combines a less-dense water tank 
array with a Milagro-like central 
pools

➤ Divided into cells by curtains for 

isolation

LHASSO

66

Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory
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Figure 1. Layout of LHAASO. Black points:
position of scintillators. Red circles: position
of muon detectors. At the center, the three
WCDA ponds.
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Figure 2. LHAASO di↵erential sensitivity to
a Crab-like point gamma ray source compared
to that of other experiments. The Crab
nebula flux is shown as a reference.

particularly competitive in the gamma ray energy range above a few tens of TeVs, an energy
region almost completely unexplored.

The capability to identify and reject the cosmic rays background is one of the main factors
that determines the sensitivity of an instrument. The hadron discrimination in WCDA is based
on the di↵erent topology of gamma ray and hadronic showers, employing the same technique
developed by the Milagro detector and now used by HAWC. The KM2A array instead employs
the detection of muons to recognize cosmic rays showers, that above 10 TeV have a muon content
⇠10-20 times larger than that of gamma ray showers, for the same electronic size. According to
simulations, the fraction of cosmic rays that survives the discrimination cuts is less than 0.001%
at energies above ⇠100 TeV. This means that in this energy range the study of the gamma
emission can be considered as background free, because after applying the rejection procedure
the expected background is less than one event per year. In these conditions the sensitivity
increases linearly with time instead of the square root of time, as in presence of background.

The LHAASO field of view (FOV) in principle includes all the sky above the horizon, but
actually is limited by the decrease of sensitivity at large zenith angles. Considering only the
region of the sky visible at zenith angles smaller than 40�, every day LHAASO (located at
latitude 29� North) can survey the declination band from -11� to +69� (about 56% of the whole
sky) that includes the galactic plane in the longitude interval from +20� to +225�.

2. Galactic gamma ray astronomy
Presently there is a general consensus that cosmic rays with energy up to the “knee” of the
spectrum (2-4 PeV) are accelerated inside our Galaxy, and Supernova remnants (SNR) are the
most likely sources, even if this idea still lacks a clear experimental evidence. TeV gamma
rays have been observed from a number of SNRs, demonstrating that in SNRs some kind of
acceleration occurs, however the question whether TeV gamma rays are produced by the decay
of ⇡0 from hadronic interactions, or by relativistic electrons via Inverse Compton scattering or
bremsstrahlung, still needs a conclusive answer. A key observation would be the detection of

2

\

S Vernetto and for the LHAASO Collaboration 2016 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 718 052043

Up to EeV
Sichuan province, China 
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Solves a big problem with WCTs: 

• There are none in the Southern 
hemisphere!


• Most of the highest-energy 
sources are in the Galactic 
Plane!


•

SWGO: The Future

67

Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory

Figure 3.2: Left: SGSO angular resolution, defined as the 68% containment area of gamma rays
from a point source, compared to CTA and HAWC. Right: Energy bias and resolution, where
bias is defined as mean value of � = (log10ER � log10ET) (with reconstructed energy ER and
true energy ET), while the resolution in taken as the root mean square of �.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Comparison of di↵erential point-source sensitivity as a function of reconstructed
gamma-ray energy for several ground-based gamma-ray observatories in the southern hemisphere
(see text for details). Right: Time needed for a 5� detection of a point-source with a given flux
(evaluated at 100 GeV). The lines indicate the detection times for sources whose spectra follow
a simple power-law behavior. In addition, the time-to-detect for a source with a Crab-like like
spectrum, a bright flaring active galactic nuclei (PKS 2155-304 [14]), and the brightest Fermi -
LAT detected gamma-ray burst (GRB 130427A [15]) are indicated (see text for more details).

Figure 3.1 it is clear that we still have significant gamma-ray e↵ective area below the energy
at which the di↵erential sensitivity figure stops. This low energy performance is important
to observe transient and flaring objects, therefore we show additionally in the right panel of
Figure 3.3 the time needed for a 5� detection under di↵erent spectral assumptions. We show
the flux normalization at 100GeV that is needed to yield a detection within a given duration
for sources that follow a simple power law spectrum (as indicated by the lines). In addition we
calculate the time to detection for three examples of bright gamma-ray sources with di↵erent
spectra:

1. A bright steady source with a spectrum like the Crab Nebula.

11

A. Albert et al,  2019, Science Case for a Wide Field-of-View Very-High-Energy Gamma-Ray Observatory in the Southern Hemisphere 
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Transient and Periodic Sources 

• Flares of Active Galactic Nuclei


• Black-Hole / Neutron-Star merger 
events  
(gravitational waves)


• Microquasars  (Star - Compact Object 
binaries)


• Gamma Ray Bursts


• ...

Steady or Periodic Sources: 

• Pulsar Wind Nebulae


• Supernova Remnants


• AGN Quiescent states, Radio Galaxies


• Gamma-ray Binary Systems


• Dark Matter 


• Illuminated Molecular Clouds


• ...

Science Cases: Observation Time

68

IACTS with high short-term 
sensitivity and lower E 
threshold usually win 

... if you know where to look!

(need multiwavelength alerts!)  

After a few years, WCTs 
become competitive 

Advantage for IACTs is still 
angular and energy resolution in 

overlapping energy range

}
}
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Comparison

69

Fermi-LAT IACTs (e.g. HESS) WCTs (HAWC)

Energy Range High-Energy Gamma Very-High-Energy Gamma
(30 GeV - >100 TeV)

Very-High-Energy Gamma
(1 TeV - >100 TeV)

-100 Effectively All-Sky Small (2-8°) Large (90°)

PSF (E-dependant) good 0.1-1.0° good 0.01-0.1° fair 0.1-0.3°

Energy Resolution good ≈10% good ≈10% poor 20%-60%

Duty Cycle very good poor very good

Sky Coverage full half half

Short-Term Sensitivity good (GeV)
 poor (>100GeV) good (>100GeV) poor
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HAWC Survey

70

HAWC Sensitivity

NOW 2018 g.j.kunde@lanl.gov 6
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OVERVIEW VHE Gamma Rays 

Gamma-ray Interactions in the 
Atmosphere 

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov 
Telescopes 

Water Cherenkov Telescopes 

Science with VHE Gamma rays
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What do we have? 

• Gamma-like Events: points in 
space, time, and estimated energy 
that may be gamma rays or may be 
mis-reconstructed cosmic rays. 

What do we want?  Fluxes! 

• Images: Flux of gamma rays as a 
function of spatial coordinates


• Spectra: Flux of gamma rays from a 
region as a function of energy


• Light Curves: Flux of gamma rays 
from a region as a function of time 

• Or combinations thereof (data cubes)

How to go from events to science?

72

event id time ra dec Ereco

1 12 87.6 -23.7 5.6

2 150 87.2 -22.1 0.32

3 190 86.5 -23.4 0.45

4 2000 82.0 -23.2 0.57

5 7029 88.6 -24.1 2.4
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To make a hypothesis about the gamma-ray emission in a 
region of the sky and to test that hypothesis.

What we really want:

73

Define 
Source 
Model

Compare 
Model 
to Data

Physical Quantities  

F(Etrue, ⃗p true, ttrue)

Reconstructed Quantities  

Nevents(Ereco, ⃗p reco, treco)

We are missing one piece of information:   
how to go between true and measured (reconstructed) quantities?

Flux Counts
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Instrumental Response Functions

74

7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.
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Generated from detailed air-shower simulations where you know both true and reconstructed quantities!
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Point-Spread Function (PSF) 

• System Response to perfect point in space  



• Usually assume no translation, only dispersion

P( ⃗p reco | ⃗p true)

Instrumental Response Functions
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7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.
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Point-Spread Function (PSF) 

• System Response to perfect point in space  



• Usually assume no translation, only dispersion

P( ⃗p reco | ⃗p true)

Energy-Migration Matrix: 

• System Response to a mono-energetic 
source  


• Takes into account both energy resolution 
and energy bias

P(Ereco |Etrue)

Instrumental Response Functions
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7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.
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Point-Spread Function (PSF) 

• System Response to perfect point in space  



• Usually assume no translation, only dispersion

P( ⃗p reco | ⃗p true)

Energy-Migration Matrix: 

• System Response to a mono-energetic 
source  


• Takes into account both energy resolution 
and energy bias

P(Ereco |Etrue)

Effective Collection Area (Aeff): 

• How likely it is to detect a gamma ray shower 
with respect to the number of true showers 
times the true area simulated on the ground


• P(Nreco |Ntrue) ⋅ Atrue

Instrumental Response Functions
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7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.
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Point-Spread Function (PSF) 

• System Response to perfect point in space  



• Usually assume no translation, only dispersion

P( ⃗p reco | ⃗p true)

Energy-Migration Matrix: 

• System Response to a mono-energetic 
source  


• Takes into account both energy resolution 
and energy bias

P(Ereco |Etrue)

Effective Collection Area (Aeff): 

• How likely it is to detect a gamma ray shower 
with respect to the number of true showers 
times the true area simulated on the ground


• P(Nreco |Ntrue) ⋅ Atrue
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These vary with: time, direction on sky, direction relative to Earth (alt/az), energy, sky brightness, ...
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Fun Fact:  
In CTA we currently generate Petabytes of simulations to determine these!
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Assume: IRFs are independent factors (no cross-terms)


Given: flux model F that is a function of true energy, time, space:


• 


But that's not all: 

•

Nsignal
predicted = Ftrue ⊛ (Aeff ⋅ PSF ⋅ Emig)

Nobserved
predicted = Nsignal

predicted + Nbackground
predicted

From True Flux to Predicted counts

75
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But that's not all: 

•

Nsignal
predicted = Ftrue ⊛ (Aeff ⋅ PSF ⋅ Emig)

Nobserved
predicted = Nsignal

predicted + Nbackground
predicted

From True Flux to Predicted counts

75

In a residual-background-dominated 
instruments like IACTs and WCTs, this 
term is very important!
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We are still missing something!  How to account for the residual 
background? 

• Measure Nevents = Nsignal + Nbackground 

Background Estimation: 

• Simulate it?  

➤ Not so easy, uncertainties in hadronic physics + huge computational burden! 

• Measure it! 

➤ Most of the sky is free of gamma-rays. 
➤ Assume emission-free zones, and measure background counts from them 

➤ In the same field-of-view, or from ensemble of other observations  

Background Model

76https://docs.gammapy.org/0.18.2/tutorials/analysis_3d.html

https://docs.gammapy.org/0.18.2/tutorials/analysis_3d.html
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observation  
position

 

ON Region

Exclusion 
region Exclusion 

region
Exclusion 

region

OFF Region

Integrating over a ring region has the effect 
of removing any systematic gradients 
(normally instrumental, but not always)


Allows background to be measured  (nearly) 
everywhere
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In the old days: 

• Take a 28 minute ON-source exposure


• take 2 minutes to Slew 30' minutes back in Right Ascension


• Take a 28 minute OFF exposure (which you assume has no source)


• Tracks the same column of air in the atmosphere (with 30' delay)


Now:  

• Can use historic observations with few or no sources in the FOV to 
generate a background model,  use  atmosphere calibration info, 
plus a control-region in the FOV to match ON to OFF 


• This is often used to build multi-dimensional binned background 
models: averaging many blank fields to provide enough statistics to 
make a background cube (space + energy).

On-Off observations → 3D background models
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Counts and Background Models
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Again, the Crab Nebula (north/south wobble)

Friday, July 6, 2012

Observations of the Crab Nebula with HESS: each frame is 30 minutes exposure

The differences are due to zenith angle, time of year, etc.
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Basic Aperture Photometry
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Count map Exposure map Background Ring

Background Map Alpha Map Excess Map

Again, the Crab Nebula (north/south wobble)

Friday, July 6, 2012

 

 corrects for ON/OFF exposure 
differences (depends on how you 
build background model)

Significance can be computed 
using the Li and Ma formula 
(likelihood derived from Poisson 
statistics)








Useful for testing "is there a 
source"

Nexcess = Non − αNoff

α

ln λ = − Non ln [( 1 + α
α ) Non

Non + Noff ] − Noff ln [(1 + α)
Non

Non + Noff ]

S = −2 ln λ
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Luca Giunti, thesis presentation 2021

Forward Folding Likelihood Minimization
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Poisson likelihood:  Depends on the 
method you are using 

• Poisson data  + modeled background:


• Poisson data + Poisson background (from 
an OFF region)


Advantage: can do any sort of modeling in 
the same way, just divide into bins:


• 1D (energy ≈spectrum), (time≈light-curve)


• 2D (space ≈image ) or (energy+time)


• 3D (energy+space) or (space+time),


• 4D (energy+space+time)

Likelihoods can be summed over all bins 
(log likelihoods can be multiplied)

Dimensionality Limited by statistics and your 
physics model


The output is a source model in physical units!  

Forward Folding: Likelihood 
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3.4. High-level analysis with Gammapy 43

Using the likelihood ratio test (see section 3.3.1), the “-ray signal significance is
then simply computed as

Ô
TS =

Ô
W0 ≠W1

12. Here, W0 and W1 are computed
following equation 3.17, under the following assumptions:

W0 (null hypothesis) : µsig = 0, µbkg = –

1+–
(NON +NOFF)13

, (3.18)

W1 (alternative hypothesis) : µsig = NON ≠–NOFF, µbkg = –NOFF . (3.19)

Using equations 3.17-3.19, one can retrieve the formula (17) from the 1983
Li and Ma paper [160], which is (hystorically) the standard method for the
significance calculation in TeV astronomy.

Cash [161]: This counts statictic applies to the case of Poissonian data with per-
fectly known background model (equation 3.15). If the expected values for NON
and for the background in the ON region are respectively µsig +µbkg and µbkg,
then the likelihood is written

L = P(NON|µsig +µbkg)

= (µsig +µbkg)NON

NON! e
≠(µsig+µbkg)

. (3.20)

The Cash counts statistic is then obtained by taking twice the negative loga-
rithm of the above formula, which yields:

C = 2[µsig +µbkg ≠NON ln(µsig +µbkg)] . (3.21)

Similarly to the wstat case, the “-ray signal significance is then computed asÔ
C0 ≠C1, where C0 and C1 are obtained from equation 3.21 under the assump-

tions:
C0 (null hypothesis) : µsig = 0 , (3.22)

C1 (alternative hypothesis) : µsig = NON ≠µbkg . (3.23)

In this case, using equations 3.21-3.23, the signal significance becomes

S =
Ô

2
C

µbkg +NON

A

ln NON
µbkg

≠1
BD1/2

. (3.24)

We note that this expression can also be seen as a special case of the classic Li
and Ma formula 17, in the limit of perfecly known background model.

3.4 High-level analysis with Gammapy

In this section we provide an overview of some of the main high-level analysis tech-
niques used in VHE “-ray astronomy, with particular focus on their implementation
in Gammapy.

12The
Ô

TS rule applies in this case because the alternative hypothesis has only 1 degree of freedom
more (the number of signal counts) than the null one (0 signal counts).

13This expression is derived in [160].

42 Chapter 3. Advanced high-level analysis of VHE “-ray data

3.3.2 Counts statistics

The “-ray signal (also called excess) within an ON sky region10 is defined as the num-
ber of photon counts exceeding the residual hadronic background. The background
can be obtained in two ways: either estimated by means of OFF control regions (as-
sumed to be signal-free), or modeled as described in section 3.2.4. In the former case,
the signal in the ON region is computed as [160]

N“ = NON ≠–NOFF , (3.13)

where
– = tON

s
ON AON(Ereco,xreco,Z)dxreco

tOFF
s

OFF AOFF(Ereco,xreco,Z)dxreco
(3.14)

corrects for possible di�erencies in the ON and OFF observation livetimes, solid angles
and hadronic acceptances. In general, to limit systematics, the OFF measurement
should be made not too far (in time and space) from the ON region. Also, the smaller
the – factor, i.e. the larger the OFF acceptance, solid angle or livetime, the higher
is the statistical significance of the “-ray signal, because background fluctuations are
reduced11. Alternatively, if an estimate µbkg of the background rate in the ON region
based on a FoV background model is available, the signal can be obtained as

N“ = NON ≠µbkg . (3.15)

We note that the “-ray signal defined in equations 3.13 and 3.15 can also be negative,
for example as a result of positive statistical fluctuations of the background rate in
the OFF region, a contamination of the OFF region by real “-ray emission or an
over-estimated background model.

The definitions 3.13 and 3.15 are not exactly equivalent, since the first can be a�ected
by statistical fluctuations in the OFF region while the second is not. This means that
the two cases correspond to di�erent counts statistics:

wstat: This is the case of Poissonian data with Poissonian background estimation,
corresponding to equation 3.13. If the expected value for NON (NOFF) is µsig +
µbkg (µbkg/–), then the combined likelihood for the ON and OFF measurements
is:

L = P(NON|µsig +µbkg)◊P(NOFF|µbkg/–)

= (µsig +µbkg)NON

NON! e
≠(µsig+µbkg) ◊ (µbkg/–)NOFF

NOFF! e
≠µbkg/– (3.16)

where P denotes the poisson distribution. By taking twice the negative loga-
rithm of the previous equation and neglecting constant terms, one obtains the
definition of wstat:

W = 2[µsig +(1+1/–)µbkg ≠NON ln(µsig +µbkg)≠NOFF ln(µbkg/–)] . (3.17)
10The ON could also be, for example in the case of pulsed emission studies, a temporal integration

interval.
11However this may also lead to increased systematic errors in some cases, for example when the

OFF region is contaminated by “-ray signal.
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Iterative Modeling
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70 Chapter 4. Updated H.E.S.S. observations and analysis of HESS J1702-420
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Figure 4.13: Iterative improvement of the source model for the
HESS J1702-420 region. More details are provided in the main text
(section 4.4.4).

L. Giunti, Thesis 2021
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Ground-based Telescopes: Visibility
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Visible from Northern Hemisphere

Visible from Southern Hemisphere
http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/

http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/

